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Abstract  
Envisaging the boom of different IoT applications across the different cyber-physical systems, set the diversified 
objectives according to the use-cases. The different electronic devices in a standard cyber physical systems (CPS) 
including IoT, CPU & peripheral devices perform electromagnetic (EM) noise emission in CPS. It is worthy to 
mention that the associated instruction and machine cycle of specific CPU could demonstrate the behavior and 
pattern of software including of any malicious activity across the CPS. There are plenty of research investigations 
concerning the hardware-oriented encryption. Trusted platform module (TPM), secure booting could be few 
proposals on the same. Therefore, side channel attacks are critical with respect to the IoT systems. In ideal situation 
side channel attacks (SCA) broadly demonstrate the unwanted exposure of the critical information. Hence, those 
exposures can be subjected to different attacks categories like power attacks, EM attacks, timely attacks etc. This 
talk will explore the scope of Lattice based crypto to prevent those type of attack.  
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